{outdoor special}

YOUNG  AT  HEART
Creating a sophisticated space to
accommodate their teenage children
and friends was at the core of
Lisa and Craig’s garden revamp
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Keen to create an inviting and stylish pool house,
homeowner Lisa spent a lot of time searching for
the right outdoor furniture. “I wanted something
streamlined but I didn’t want wicker that went all
the way to the ground,” she explains. She found
what she was looking for in the ‘Two 4 Living’
lounge from POSI Design. Lime cushions from
Rapee offer a burst of fresh colour.

Cobalt blue tiles in the pool and spa provide a
vibrant pop against the grey granite and concrete
pavers. At the top of the stairs, inset into the decking,
is a dragon’s blood tree (Dracaena draco). “It’s a
beautifully architectural tree that won’t outgrow the
space,” says landscape architect Mark Browning. >
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The jetty serves as an additional entertaining area, decked out
with stainless-steel ‘Wired’ furniture from Map International; the
cushions came from Spacecraft. Beyond, the row of ornamental
pears, Pyrus ‘Capital’, flush burgundy in autumn and are one of
landscape designer Mark Browning’s favourite seasonal trees.

“We wanted a lounge  area where the kids could bring their friends,” explains
homeowner Lisa. “We were looking for ways to entertain that age group.”
WHEN CRAIG AND LISA’S three young adult children, Jack,
21, Georgia, 19, and Sam, 16, outgrew the grassy patch in their backyard,
the Melbourne couple knew it was time to create an outdoor space
that was more social and sophisticated. “They didn’t need an area
where they could kick a ball around anymore,” says landscape
designer Mark Browning of Cycas Landscape Design. “We wanted a
lounge area where the kids could bring their friends,” explains Lisa.
The new design also had to deliver respite from the elements, to
temper the westerly sun that hits the backyard most of the afternoon.
Mark had worked with the couple years earlier on the original
landscaping around the house and pool, which included the outdoor
barbecue area and boundary screening of weeping lilly pilly trees.
This time around, he delivered a striking space that complements
the style of the house and blends with the existing pool. “The new
additions, notably the pool house, were designed to be in sync with
what was already there,” he says. Construction took three months,
and a good chunk of that time was spent on the initial excavation. “As
we’re on a steep slope and there is no way of bringing in machinery,
it took two weeks to level out the site,” recalls Lisa. “Our builders
had to hand-dig and it rained... it was very messy and muddy!” >

A screen of stained timber gives the pool house a sense of
openness. At its base, Mark has planted a row of Mexican lilies,
which produce red flowers atop tall spikes. A decorative ‘Phone’
screen by Lump Sculpture Studio works as a skylight. “The filtered
sunshine leaves a beautiful pattern on the deck,” says Lisa.
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TIP: “It’s important to consider
whether an outdoor room needs to
be enclosable. I like to find out
every famil y’s  needs and then
design the space accordingly.”

- Mark Browning, landscape architect

The backyard is framed by a healthy screen of six-year-old weeping
lilly pillies (Waterhousea floribunda). These evergreen native plants
offer mid-green foliage year-round and plenty of privacy. Their one
drawback? “They’re not low-maintenance, hedging is a big job,”
says Lisa, who pays a gardener to trim them twice a year.
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A fan of tone-on-tone colour schemes,
designer Mark used a mix of pebbles to
add light and shade. The larger, golden
stones are Goulburn River rock. Behind
are grassy Lomandra longifolia and spiky
dragon’s blood tree (Dracaena draco).

The custom-built barbecue unit with integrated  bench seats offers
both  multifunctionality and a relaxed, contemporary look.
< The pool house structure itself is made from a range of robust
materials. The supporting beam – intentionally placed to the
southern side of the building to ensure a clear view of the TV from
the spa – is steel, while the roof is made of pressed cement sheets
painted silver. The screen of hardwood timber ‘fins’ adorning one
wall was stained a walnut colour. “We loved the idea of the vertical
timber slats,” says Lisa. “It’s quite architectural and different.”
For cohesion, the wide-format spotted gum decking was extended
out to meet the existing decking and jetty area. The old timber was
then stripped of its clear gloss and stained walnut to match. “It took
the painter two whole days to get the colour right,” says Lisa. “Now,
you can’t even tell it isn’t part of the new boards.”
In addition to its stylish aesthetic, the finished pool house is a
luxurious entertainment zone, kitted out with a large-screen TV,
Foxtel, Xbox, stereo system and a bar fridge. For this family of mad
Carlton supporters, the TV is generally lit up with footy and other
sports, with ceiling-mounted heaters keeping things cosy in the
winter. “Craig and I can be out some nights and come home
to see a few cars with P-plates parked out the front,” Lisa says with
a laugh. “It’s wonderful for us that they like to spend time here.”
Landscape designer Mark Browning, Cycas Landscape Design,
(03) 9572 4466, cycas.com.au.

“We use the barbecue a lot in summer, it’s so convenient,” says Lisa of the alfresco kitchen.
The space is rendered and painted in Bristol Peppercorn. Behind it are lilly pillies, springblooming crab apple trees and underplantings of Japanese sago palm Cycas revoluta. >

{get the look}
Bring relaxed modern style to entertaining zones
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MATERIALS  GUIDE

1. Timber decking

Try Boral Spotted Gum timber
decking (130mm wide x 19mm thick),
$13.75/ lineal metre, Bowens Timber.

2. Garden stones

Ungraded Goulburn rock,
$195/cubic metre, Chris Cross
Garden And Landscape Supplies.

3. Pool tiles

For similar, try ‘CM100’ 48mm x 48mm
tiles in Mediterranean Blue, $50/sqm,
The Pool Tile Company.

The new pool house, garden and decking  were designed
to sit in  harmony with what was already there.
A mix of steel and timber
offers visual interest.

PLANTS  GUIDE
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Waterhousea floribunda provides
a dense evergreen privacy screen from the neighbours.
2.

Dragon’s blood tree

3.

Mexican lilies Beschorneria yuccoides are easy-care,

Dracaena draco looks dramatic
and is tough and slow-growing, almost maintenance-free.

soft-leafed succulents producing tall spikes of red flowers.
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Bathroom
Happy Tip #4

don’T be
lefT ouT in
The cold.
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OUT OF HOT WATER
AGAIN?

P illar light ing is teamed here
with upright gr owing grasse
s.
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ENJOY A HOT SHOWER
EVERYTIME

MERCHANDISING KYLIE JACKES
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Choosing the right hot water unit for
your home will guarantee you never
run out of hot water again.

1. Gasmate ‘Axis’ four-burner barbecue, $499, Bunnings. 2. Hee Welling for Hay ‘Hee
Easy’ chair, $402, Corporate Culture. 3. ‘Diod’ glass, $4.49, Ikea. 4. ‘Leende’ carafe,
$9.99, Ikea. 5. ‘Check’ cushion in Green, $155, Bonnie And Neil. 6. ‘Fairhaven’ stainlesssteel path light, $69.95, Beacon Lighting. 7. Replica ‘Tolix’ teak table, $595, replica
‘Tolix’ galvanised chairs, $109 each, all Relax House. Stockists, page 223

Check out our Hot Water Decisions
Guide at reece.com.au/HWDG to
find the your ideal unit.
Bathroom
Happiness
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